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china s algorithms of repression reverse engineering a - this report presents new evidence about the surveillance state
in xinjiang where the government has subjected 13 million turkic muslims to heightened repression as part of its strike hard
campaign, economy of china wikipedia - the socialist market economy of china is the world s second largest economy by
nominal gdp and the world s largest economy by purchasing power parity until 2015 china was the world s fastest growing
major economy with growth rates averaging 6 over 30 years due to historical and political facts of china s developing
economy china s public sector accounts for a bigger share of the national, steady as she goes china s new defense white
paper war - the chinese government released its 10th defense white paper china s national defense in the new era on july
24 since the government published its latest white paper in 2015 the chinese armed forces have undertaken the most far
reaching reforms since the 1950s unfortunately this new document adds little to previous official reports on the details of
recent reforms, asia the heritage foundation - since the founding of the american republic asia has been a key area of
interest for the united states for both economic and security reasons one of the first ships to sail under an american, home
texas national security review - the senkaku diaoyu islands are presently the focus of a dangerous contest between the
people s republic of china and japan one that even now has the potential to spark a military conflict that could draw in the
united states, sino russian relations since 1991 wikipedia - china and the ussr were rivals after the sino soviet split in
1961 competing for control of the worldwide communist movement there was a serious possibility of a major war in the early
1960s a brief border war took place in 1969 this enmity began to lessen after the death of mao zedong in 1976 but relations
were poor until the fall of the soviet union in 1991, taiwan s un dilemma to be or not to be brookings - taiwan is not a
member of the united nations un or its suborganizations but it aspires to participate china opposes this it argues correctly
that only sovereign states can enjoy membership, picking flowers making honey australian strategic - understanding
and responding to pla collaboration will require closer engagement between governments and universities while universities
haven t self regulated on this issue and haven t controlled the associated security risks universities and researchers will not
effectively limit the risks of pla collaboration on their own until governments develop clear policies on it, find jobs in
germany job search expat guide to germany - browse our listings to find jobs in germany for expats including jobs for
english speakers or those in your native language, inthenameofhumanrights human rights site to http - who would like
china and russia to become their big brothe s china just going from undemocratic to dictatorial in on move or two and what
you might not have understood about china censorship half of the western content have been blocked from viewing and
note now if you are caught surfing google or many others including all videos it can mean prison
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